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Abstract—A global Internet of Things is possible by embracing

constellations of satellites acting as orbiting gateways in a Direct-

to-Satellite IoT (DtS-IoT). By removing the dependency on

ground gateways, DtS-IoT enables a direct service on the regions

illuminated by the passing-by satellite. After an in-depth overview

of relevant experiments and candidate technologies, we discover

that specific configurations of the Long-Range (LoRa) network

protocol specification are particularly appealing to realize the

DtS-IoT vision. Specifically, we profit from the maximum clock

drift permitted on LoRa devices to propose the sparse satellite

constellations concept. This approach significantly reduces the

in-orbit DtS-IoT infrastructure at the expense of latency anyway

present in resource-constrained IoT networks. We then introduce

a novel algorithm comprising specific heuristics to design quasi-

optimal topologies for sparse IoT constellations. Obtained results

show that LoRa-compatible DtS-IoT services can already be

provided world-wide with 10% and 4% of the satellites required

for a traditional dense constellation, in different configurations.

Index Terms—Direct-to-Satellite Internet of Things, LEO

Satellite Constellations, LoRa

I. INTRODUCTION

We are evolving into an era of unprecedented pervasive
connectivity between machines and objects, where millions
of devices are expected to be connected to the Internet of
Things (IoT) in the near future [1]. Although a plethora of
short, medium and long-range protocols are part of the IoT
family [2], the ambitious but rewarding objective of achieving
a global IoT service is already attracting the attention of the
industrial and academic communities.

In this context, a constellation-grade satellite segment can
be the game changer [3]. In particular, the so-called Direct-
to-Satellite IoT (DtS-IoT) paradigm constitutes the holy grail
of IoT. The core idea is to succeed in connecting constrained
devices on ground directly to Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites
without relying on intermediate gateways [4]. Remarkably,
the recent in-orbit demonstration of the LacunaSat-1 nano-
satellite proved the feasibility of this concept, so far only
addressed by experiments [5] and scientific studies [6]–[9].
Indeed, the power-efficient LoRa modulation [10] and the
supporting LoRaWAN network specification [11] are emerging
as appealing candidates for realizing the DtS-IoT vision.

In spite of the unquestionable spaceborne IoT momentum,
a persistent coverage of a global IoT service would require
hundreds of orbiting gateways. For example, LacunaSat-1 is
the first in a planned constellation of 240 nodes. Although

based on affordable nano-satellite platforms, the deployment
of such a dense constellation requires significant economic
resources, menacing the survival of the small companies
developing the technology. On the other hand, it is not fully
clear up to which point a DtS-IoT can be materialized without
major modifications of standard IoT protocols. A seamless
interoperability with gateways already operating on ground
would ensure the success of a true worldwide IoT connectivity.

This paper throws light on these DtS-IoT concerns by means
of two specific contributions. (i) After presenting a survey-
class overview of the state-of-the-art of DtS-IoT and LoRa
capabilities, we are able to derive a novel vision of a sparse
constellation for DtS-IoT. By allowing coverage gaps of 2
hours –bounded by the class-B mode defined in the LoRaWAN
specification– the approach can significantly reduce the re-
quired in-orbit infrastructure at the expense of higher data de-
livery latency. A properly designed sparse constellation would
comply with standard LoRaWAN protocol modes, indicating
that space-terrestrial IoT integration can be achieved with less
resources. (ii) We introduce a novel gradient descent method-
ology to efficiently derive quasi-optimal orbital parameters
for sparse IoT constellations. The technique exploits specific
ad-hoc heuristics to accelerate the convergence towards the
minimum satellite fleet size that provides a maximum coverage
gap of 120 minutes. Our results show that LoRa-based DtS-
IoT can be already provided in a global scale with only 9
satellites deployed in the right topology. We finally analyze
and compare the sensitivity of the produced configurations in
an appealing set of parametric case studies.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. A
thorough revision of DtS-IoT and related LoRa protocol devel-
opments is presented in Section II. Section III introduces the
concept of sparse constellation and the optimization technique
to design them. Obtained results are analyzed and compared
in Section IV. Conclusions are summarized in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Direct-to-Satellite IoT
The IoT ecosystem is broad (see Fig. 1-a). It embraces

short and medium-range (1-10 km) cellular and sensor net-
works providing both high and low data rate services (0.1-
100 Mbps) [12]. Moreover, and in accordance with the connec-
tivity trend, Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) technologies are
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Fig. 1. a) The IoT protocol ecosystem. b) Direct-to-Satellite vs. indirect IoT.

also a crucial component of IoT capable of connecting applica-
tions that only need to transmit small amounts of information
from long distances (100 km, at <50 Kbps) [13]. These ap-
plications range from agriculture to smart grid, environmental
monitoring, emergency management, and others [14].

In order to further augment IoT coverage to provide a
true global connectivity, satellite systems are natural can-
didates [3]. Compared with geostationary satellites, Low-
Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites, orbiting below 1000 km height,
can establish links with devices on the surface at reduced
power budgets and round trip time delays [15]. However, the
dynamics of near-Earth orbits demands for constellations of
several LEO satellites to achieve a continuous coverage [16].

Existing LEO networks such as Iridium and Orbcomm origi-
nally deployed to provide voice and data services, were already
adapted to transport machine-to-machine data traffic [16].
Upcoming mega-constellations such as OneWeb and Starlink
will also include IoT services in their product portfolio [17],
but recent bankruptcies indicate a stressed business model.
On the other hand, new start-up companies such as Kepler,
Astrocast and Lacuna are deploying specific satellites con-
stellations for IoT [18]. Because of the low-power and small
IoT messages, nano-satellites are a great fit, enabling lower
costs than traditional satellites and lower risk deployments.
This concept has attracted the attention of both the industrial
and academic community [19].

One approach to global IoT services is to use satellites as a
backhaul, to transport information from gateways deployed on
ground that indirectly relay data from nearby IoT devices [20]
(see Fig. 1-b, left part). A more appealing but challeng-
ing architecture implies a Direct-to-Satellite IoT (DtS-IoT),
where the IoT device directly transmit data to the passing-
by satellite [4], [21] (Fig. 1-b, right part). Unlike the indirect
approach, DtS-IoT motivates research on custom ground to
space link protocols [22], [23]. However, leveraging features
from existing LPWA protocols would not only profit from

the growing IoT market potential, but can also favor seamless
interoperability with existing ground IoT infrastructure.

B. LoRa and LoRaWAN
Among LPWA technologies, Long Range (LoRa) is a

chirp spread-spectrum modulation technique [10] particularly
appealing for satellite as it provides the very low power con-
sumption and large link margin [13]. LoRa operates within the
unlicensed Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) frequency
bands, which can also be an advantage in terms of meeting
otherwise complex worldwide frequency regulations [24]. The
deployment of LacunaSat-1, the first LoRa nano-satellite by
Lacuna in 2019, is compelling evidence of the feasibility of
DtS-IoT, as expressed in related experiments [5] and scientific
work including long-range evaluations [6], modulation en-
hancements for LEO links [7], Doppler effects assessments [8]
and adaptations for LoRa-based space links [9].

Running on top of the LoRa modulation, LoRaWAN is
the specification responsible for the network layer service,
enabling data handling over asynchronous bidirectional link
protocols [11]. LoRaWAN is based on a star topology where
gateways act as single-hop data concentrators bridging LoRa
devices and a centralized network server in the Internet [25].

The specification render data rates from 0,3 kbps to 50 kbps
via three classes of services, or device classes. (i) Class-A is
the baseline, mandatory, and most power-efficient mode where
the device turns the radio on for the exact time needed to
perform a frame transmission. This is an asynchronous pure
ALOHA-based protocol [26]. Reception is supported by a
receive window opened two times exactly 1 s and 2 s after the
end of the device transmission. (ii) Class-B devices, typically
equipped with batteries, allow gateway-triggered downlinks
and uplink by periodically listening to so-called beacons (and
pings in-between beacons) that synchronizes and coordinates
reception and transmission episodes. This is a synchronous
mode [27]. (iii) Class-C devices, assumed with external power
source, operate in continuous reception mode.

To the best of authors knowledge, the evaluation of Lo-
RaWAN service classes has not yet been properly conducted
in the context of DtS-IoT networks.

III. SPARSE DTS-IOT CONSTELLATIONS

The immediate approach towards a LoRaWAN DtS-IoT
is to deploy a LEO constellation with enough satellites to
continuously cover the surface of interest, potentially the
whole planet. This approach would mimic the presence of at
least one LoRaWAN gateway to every device on ground. Any
of the LoRaWAN device classes can be applied to such a dense
constellation, whose orbital topology design does not differ
from those currently providing voice and data service. In this
work, we introduce an alternative vision: a sparse constellation
based on LoRaWAN IoT service classes.

A. Sparse LoRaWAN Constellations
Being the basic and mandatory mode, the asynchronous

class-A LoRaWAN has received most of the community atten-
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tion [27]. However, there is no energy-efficient way for class-
A devices to effectively synchronize with satellites. Instead,
we claim that devices implementing the synchronous class-B
mode can exploit the network initiated downlink to become
aware of the availability of a passing-by satellite. In practice,
this occurs when the beacon can be successfully decoded (see
Fig. 2). LoRaWAN gateways would fly on the satellites, which
can be provisioned with approximated location information of
the IoT devices to coordinate the uplink access by means of
the standard beacon and ping mechanisms. Uplink collisions,
a notable issue for satellites illuminating hundred of thousands
of devices, can thus be conveniently controlled by the LoRa
gateway scheduler in orbit [28]. Furthermore, broadcast mes-
sages can be timely transmitted to many LoRa devices, when
on sight, via the so-called multicast groups [11].

When the beacons are no longer received (satellite no longer
on sight), the LoRaWAN specification indicates a so-called
beacon-less operation mode. In this mode, devices rely on their
own clock to keep timing. However, due to the low-quality
(low-cost) nature of IoT electronics, clocks are expected to
quickly drift from the time reference. In this situation, the
LoRa specification states that compatible devices should be
able to maintain beacon-less mode up to 120 minutes (2
hours) [11]. During this period, devices progressively increases
their beacon listening window to compensate the drift. Before
the end of the period, another (or the same) satellite must rise
in the horizon in order to correct any timing drift and reset
the receive slots duration.

The beacon-less coverage gap sits at the core of the pro-
posed sparse IoT constellations paradigm. Instead of forcing
a continuous visibility to a dense satellite constellation, IoT
devices could be left unserved and drifting up to 2 hrs without
detaching from the orbiting LoRaWAN network. Since most
IoT applications are by definition asynchronous, they can
tolerate delivery delays that would be prohibitive in traditional
voice and data services. As a result, the number of satellites
in a sparse constellation could be safely and significantly re-
duced, while still compliant with a flight-proven standardized
DtS-IoT protocol, also widely adopted in ground systems.

In the next section, we present an appealing approach
to design an optimal orbital topology for sparse DtS-IoT
constellations.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES

Independent variables (parameters)
gmax Maximum allowed coverage gap (for all satellites)
h Orbital height (km over the sea level for all satellites)
s Antenna swath (field of view for all satellites)
{L} Set of (i, j) latitude/longitude locations served
T Time horizon
Dependent variables (search space)
S Number of satellites (minimization objective)
P Number of planes
I Orbit inclination (for all satellites)
Gi,j Maximum beacon-less gap at location (i, j)

B. Sparse LoRaWAN Constellation Design

In order to materialize the sparse DtS-IoT constellation
vision, the adequate orbital parameters of the satellites need
to be derived. This is not a trivial constraint-programming
optimization problem where (i) the maximum beacon-less gap
Gi,j must be kept under a given maximum value gmax in
the T interval for a collection of ground latitude/longitude
locations (i, j) in a set {L}, and (ii) the size of the satellite
fleet S arranged in P orbital planes carrying S/P satellites
per plane shall be minimized. We are also interested in
finding the inclination I of the orbits. Therefore, the search
space is composed of tuples (S,P, I), and we want to find
those that lead to Gi,j in which all points render coverage
times lower than gmax (gmax = 120 min in LoRa class-B).
Table I summarizes the parameters and variables of the sparse
constellation design problem.

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all satellites
share the orbital elements and parameters (inclination, height,
swath). Furthermore, we assume circular orbits (eccentricity
e = 0), equally distributed orbital planes (in terms of as-
cending nodes), homogeneous distribution of satellites on each
plane (satellite anomaly), and a plane phasing equal to the
ascending node shift divided by the number of satellites per
plane. After presenting relevant considerations, we introduce
an algorithm to tackle the problem.

a) Grid {L} Considerations: In order to bound the
(i, j) latitude/longitude grid resolution, the maximum coverage
gmax value can be leveraged. Let dP1

g (l) be distance that
any point P1 on the surface at latitude l shifts according
to the rotation of the Earth in gmax time. There is no
added information in measuring the coverage gap GP2 of an
intermediate point P2 between the first and second location of
P1. Thus, the longitudinal step of two points in {L} shall be no
smaller than dP1

g (l) computed based on gmax
1. Furthermore,

in the latitude dimension, the grid density can be adjusted by
the cosine of the latitude to account for the increased density
of points as they become closer to the poles [29].

1Assuming an Earth rotation speed of 460 meters per second at the equator
and a LoRa beacon-less gap gmax = 120 minutes, the minimum grid step
at 0� latitude results 3312 km. This is 12 points along the equator for a
perimeter of 40075 km, and is the {L} configuration assumed in this paper.
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b) Inclination I Considerations: Satellite coverage is
known to be dependant of the inclination parameter [30]. In
particular, Fig. 3 presents the coverage that different incli-
nations i can offer at different latitudes. We leverage this
information to bound the inclination possibilities that can
actually serve a given grid {L}. For example, for a grid {L}
for which all points P 2 {(i, j)} are below 80� latitude,
it makes no sense to consider inclinations lower than 60�,
which should be removed from the search space (note that
this relation depends on the swath of the antenna, which is
assumed s = 127� in the figure). To deal with the general
case, we manipulate the equations in [30] on which Fig. 3 is
based to obtain equal coverage percentages for the grid points
in {L}. In particular, by equalizing the coverage metric at the
equator and the highest latitude point in {L} we obtain

1� 2
⇡ acos

⇣
sin(�)
sin(i)

⌘
= 1

⇡ acos
⇣

�sin(�)+cos(i)sen(L)
sin(i)cos(L)

⌘
, (1)

where L is the maximum latitude among all points in {L}, i is
the orbital plane’s inclination, and � is the maximum off-track
ground angle (� = s/2). This expression can be solved for i
through numerical methods (we use the bi-section method),
and it delivers a suitable lower-bound inclination that can be
used to initialize the following search heuristic.
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c) Complexity-Progressive Gradient Descent Algorithm:
Based on the former parameters, assumptions, and consid-
erations, we develop a gradient descent search algorithm
that approximates the minimal S that can guarantee Gi,j 
gmax 8i, j 2 {L}. To compute Gi,j , each step of the algorithm
calculates the orbit propagation of the constellation and the
subsequent access evaluation to all points in the grid {L}.
Since this can be a compute-demanding process, we care
to preemptively discard non-compliant scenarios. We achieve
this objective by making quick evaluations over shorter time
horizons (T0 ⌧ T ), and progressively testing each topology
over {L} with increasing resolutions. In other words, simpler
versions of the scenario are solved in an incremental fashion,
and discarded as soon as the criteria is not met. The flow

YES Gn > gmax?(discard)

NO

No more
neighbors

found

Max
resolution
reached

Increase resolution
({L'} = {L'} + {l})

Obtain new neighbor
(I++ || S++ || P++)

Terminate
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Simulate scenario for
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and obtain max gap (Gn)
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I = imin, and the basic sub-set {L'})

Initialize bounds (smin, smax, pmin,
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steps (N), and T0

21
3

4 5

Start

Set 
T

Set 
T0

Set T0

Fig. 4. Complexity-progressive gradient descent algorithm for sparse DtS-IoT
constellation design.

diagram of the proposed algorithm is presented in Fig. 4. Step
by step, the algorithm runs as follows.

1 Initialize: The algorithm takes as input (see Table I):
antenna swath (s), satellite height (h), latitude bounds (grid
{L}), maximum coverage gap (gmax), and the maximum time
horizon (we find that T = 1 week is a suitable parameter).
A solution space bound is then computed, comprised of (i)
the possible number of satellites [smin, smax] and planes
[pmin, pmax], where pmax  360�/s, and (ii) an allowed
inclination range [imin, imax], where imin is obtained by
solving equation (1)2, and imax = 90� as we disregard
retrograde orbits. Based on {L}, the steps N on which the
input grid resolution will be approximated is determined. The
shortened time horizon T0 is computed as T0 = gmax+Amax,
where Amax is the longest visibility period between a passing-
by satellite and a point on ground, which can be computed by
Amax = (s⇥⇡

p
a3/µ)/180, where a is the semi major axis of

the circular orbit, and µ is the Earth’s gravitational parameter3

(e.g., for 700 km height and s = 120�, T0 = 131.6 minutes).
2 Set-Up: The first scenario is populated with the com-

puted inclination I = imin, the minimum number of planes
P = pmin and satellites S = smin. A new {L0} set is pop-
ulated with a sub-set of the points in {L} comprised of only
three rings: (i) maximum latitude (Lmax = max(lat 8 P 2
{L0}), (ii) zero latitude, and (iii) half latitude (Lmax/2).
Furthermore, the first scenario is initially evaluated in a time
horizon T0. We find that the reduced grid expression combined
with the minimum time T0 enables the direct elimination of
most non-compliant scenarios (gn=1 > gmax) quite efficiently.
Table II presents evidences on this regard based on the
executions analyzed in Section IV.

3 Simulate: The scenario is simulated for a time lapse T
or T0 for every first scenario for the tuple (S,P, I). Orbits
are propagated using the Simplified General Perturbations 4
(SGP4) algorithm [31] and accesses are computed for each of
the points in the sub-set {L0}. The new maximum gap Gn is
computed from the obtained gap intervals among all P points
in the grid (Gn = max(GP

n |P 2 L)). If the condition is met
(Gn > gmax), the resolution of the scenario is augmented;

2imin can also be bounded by the launch site location.
3µ = 3.986⇥ 1014 m3

s�2
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TABLE II
DISCARDED SCENARIOS AT Nn STAGES FOR EXECUTIONS IN FIG. 5

Latitude N0 (T0) N1 (T ) N2 (T ) N3 (T )
±60� 5838 (99.1%) 43 (0.7%) 7 (0.1%) 3 (0.1%)
±80� 3260 (98.6%) 26 (0.8%) 10 (0.3%) 9 (0.3%)

otherwise, the tuple (S,P, I) is discarded and a new neighbor
is allocated from the solution space as follows.

4 Obtain New Neighbor: If the scenario was discarded,
a new neighbor is obtained. The first criteria is to increment
inclination on steps of one degree. If I = imax, then the
next criteria is to increase the number of satellites per plane
by one (S = S + P). Else, if S = smax, the final neighbor
search criteria es to increment P by one. Else, if P = pmax,
the search over the complete search space is concluded. The
increasing scenario complexity as the search advances avoids
overshooting good quality solutions. If no more neighbors can
be found, the algorithm terminates.

5 Increase Resolution: If the scenario maximum gap was
lower than Gn > gmax, the resolution and complexity of the
scenario is increased. First, if the time horizon was set to T0,
it is now extended to the full T simulation time. Next, the
resolution of {L0} is increased in the latitude dimension: new
rings are included by splitting the already evaluated intervals in
two. In particular, latitudes are separated by � = L/(2n) steps
where n = 1, 2, 3, ..., N is the current iteration number (n = 1
represents the initial set of points, including latitudes 0, L/2
and L). Note that previously evaluated rings already complies
with Gn > gmax and do not need to be simulated again. If
the target resolution of {L0} is reached (i.e., {L0} = {L}), it
means the current scenario fulfills the required coverage gap
and the corresponding generating tuple (S,P, I) is stored.

It is indeed possible that several tuples comply with the
coverage gap condition with the same number of satellites S .
In this case, we honor those with the least number of planes
P (which are related with deployment cost), and then, in the
last place, lower inclinations I.

IV. ANALYSIS

We implemented the sparse DtS-IoT constellation design
algorithm in a specific Java-based application4 that includes
an SGP4 propagator released by the United States Department
of Defense (DoD), and improved as reported in Vallado’s
Revisiting Spacetrack Report number 3 [31]. Some tools of the
Orekit open-source libraries were also leveraged [32]. Access
intervals obtained by the implementation were contrasted
against AGI’s System Tool Kit (STK) software, rendering
negligible differences of less than 200 ms in access times.

Extensive simulations were performed for constellations
with different values of elevation threshold in-between 5� and
40�, which map to antenna swath s = 127.1� and s = 87.3�

respectively. We are also interested in studying maximum
resolution {L} grids for which coverage is evaluated up to
latitudes of 60� and 80�. All considered satellites are in a
700 Km height, circular orbit, positioned in symmetrically
distributed planes, RAAN and mean anomaly in each plane.
We let the solution space to include 1 to 5 planes with
1 to 8 satellites per plane (retrograde orbits not allowed).
Obtained results are shown in Fig. 5. In order to compare
sparse and dense constellations, the plots include information
on the number of planes and satellites required to achieve a
complete Earth coverage using streets of coverage (a well-
known constellation pattern design for polar orbits [30]).

In general, results confirm that the number of satellites
increases with the reduction of the antenna swath, both
for sparse and dense constellations. However, the difference
between both is noticeable: when 9 satellites are sufficient
for sparse IoT systems, 8 ⇥ 11 = 88 are required for a
dense configuration (s = 127�), and when 40 are enough for
sparse, dense constellations demands 28⇥ 31 = 868 satellites
(s = 87�). To keep an adequate scale of the plot in Fig. 5,
dense constellations are expressed in number of satellites per
plane and number of planes, thus the multiplication to obtain
the total satellites. Indeed, dense constellations can operate

4Public repository: https://github.com/santiagohenn/astrotools/
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with only 10% and 4% of the in-orbit infrastructure required
for the announced mega-constellations, at the expense of a
latency of gmax = 120 minutes in the worst case.

Results also showed that the approach is rather insensible
to the maximum latitude. In particular, constellations 1 , 2
and 3 , illustrated in the center of Fig. 5 to give an intuition
on the topology, are the best solution found for the same
swaths in 60� and 80� maximum latitude values in {L}.
Inclination, on the other hand, proved to be a more sensitive
parameter to the maximum latitude, as already discussed
in Section III-B-b). Specifically, the plots show that higher
inclinations tend to be required to cope with smaller swaths,
while some specific satellite fleets can meet the objective
with exceptionally lower inclination values (e.g., s = 125�

with i = 78� and i = 79�). As a final comment, plotted
results correspond to orbital heights of 700 km, but we also
evaluated other cases, not presented due to space limitations.
The outcome of this campaign proved that altitude is also
quite insensitive. For example, the same S is obtained for all
altitudes in the 400-1000 km range (s = 127�).

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have open the field for IoT-compliant reduced space
infrastructure to connect objects on a world-wide scale. Sparse
constellations can realize the vision of DtS-IoT with only
4% to 10% of the traditional in-orbit platform. We provided
sound technical motivation based on LoRa standards and an
appealing algorithmic support to design optimal sparse DtS-
IoT constellations, which rendered a full-stack assessment of
the concept.

Future work includes further technical analysis on the LoRa
specification such as the integration of orbiting and ground
gateways and a delay-tolerant interface of the network server
to a sparse space segment. Algorithmic-wise, we will pursue
more capable search heuristics to generalize the presented
assumptions (circular orbits, equal spacing, etc.).
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